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Shape Tbeory ofMaps
Zvonko CERIN
ABSTRACT. We shall describe amodification of homotopy theory of maps
which we cali shape theory of maps. This is accomplished by constructing the
shape category of maps 71Mb. The category 71M5 is built using multi-valued
functions. Its objects are maps of topological spaces while it’s morphisms are
homotopy classes of collections of pairs of multi-valued functions which we
calI multi-binets. Various authors have previously given other descriptions of
shape categories of maps. Our description is intrinsic in the sense that we
do not use any outside objects. It is a version of the author’s extension to
arbitrary topological spaces of Sanjurjo’s approach to ahape theory via small
multi-valued functions adapted to maps.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is quite often lxi topology that• a concept that was introduced
for spaces is later also considered for maps. An example relevant to this
paper is provided by the classical homotopy category 71 on the one hand
and the homotopy category of maps
7.jb from E. II. Spanier’s book on
algebraic topology [10] on the other. The objects of U are topological
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spaces and morpbisms are homotopy classes of maps between them while
the objects of 7.<b are maps of topological spaces and morphisms are
homotopy classes of map pairs between them. In this way we can do
homotopy theory of maps and talk about contractible maps, homotopy
type of maps, axid other notions from homotopy theory transferring them
from spaces to maps.
The classical homotopy theory has been modifled by the introduc-
tion of shape theory. The modification was invented by K. Borsuk [3]
with the desire to handle more successfully spaces with bad local prop-
erties. The new improved homotopy theory that he namned shape theory
agrees with the oíd on spaces with nice local properties, for example
on the absolute neighbourhood retracts. The key idea in Borsuk’s ap-
proach was to replace homotopy classes of maps with homotopy classes
of sequences of maps that he calis fundamental sequences.
The aim of this paper is to define shape theory for maps of topologi-
cal spaces. In other words, we shall describe a shape category of maps
71Mb whose objects are maps of topological spaces axid whose morphisms
will be homotopy tlasses of pairs of collections of mnlti-valued functions
that. we cail multi-binets. Therefore, our approach can be regarded as
a version for maps of the author’s description [4] of the shape category
Sh which is an extension of Sanjurjo’s method [9]from compact metric
spaces to arbitrary topological spaces.
Oir construction extends shape theory from spaces to maps be-
cause the fulí snbcategory of 71Mb with maps of topological spaces into
a single-element space as objects is natura]ly isomorphic to the shape
category Sh [8].
The following features of our description of shape category of maps
deserve to be emphasized. It is intrinsic in the sense that we do not use
any outside objects (like ANR’s, embeddings, resolutioxis, and expan-
sions). It is simple and geometric betause it is modelled on the original
Borsuk’s description of shape theory of compact metric spaces [3]. The
only difllcult part is in defining the composition of morphisms.
There are already two previous attempts to define shape theory of
maps in the same generality as ours. In [6],David Edwards and Patricia
McAuley use both Cech aud Vietoris constructions to approximate a
map f: X —. Y by a tower of maps between CW-complexes. Each map
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gives in this way an object of a suitable pro-category. The study of the
shape properties of a map is thus reduced to the study of this associated
pro-object. This approach is useful because one tan apply homotopy
invariant functors (like homology, cohomology, axid homotopy groups
functors) to get various pro-groups which reflect the geometry of the
map.
The second attempt is similar and is due to V.H. Baladze. In [2],
he exhibits an outline without any proofs of a shape theory of maps
of arbitrary topological spaces following the inverse llmit approach to
shape theory based on the method of ANR-resolutions, Le., resolutioxis
of spaces consisting of absolute neighbourhood retracts. In this way a
greater fiexibility is achieved because we are no longer forced to use Cech
axid Vietoris constructioxis that are plagued by certain inconvenientes.
However, it is extremely complicated to fixid an ANR(Mm4ps)-expansion
for a map, which is a prerequisite for a study of shape properties of the
map by this method. Hoth [6] and [2] belong to the so taled oxiter
shape theory in which shape of spaces and maps is investigated with the
help of sorne outside objects like expansions into absolute neighbourhood
retracts.
Ilie natural questions of relationship of our shape theory of rnaps
with those mentioned aboye are deferred to another paper. As an illus-
tration of our method, we shall discnss the problem of identifying maps
on which shape theory of maps and homotopy theory of maps coincide.
Sorne interesting classes of maps wldch we cail internafly movable, inter-
nally calm, and calm provide an unexpected solution to this question.
We also give sorne applications of our approach to identify eqnivalences
in the shape category of maps and maps with trivial shape.
Here is a brief outline of our organization. The principal goal of the
paper is to describe with al details the category 71Mb. Homotopy theory
of maps which we shall be improvixig is recalled first. Since our method
relies on the idea of approximating amap by a generalized sequence (net
over a cofinite directed set) of multi-valued functions with smaller and
smailer images of points, we present facts on normal covers [1] which
we use as a mean of measuring size of sets and from which oxiu sets of
indices for these nets are bulíd. Connection between ixidexing sets of our
nets provide increasing functions which are xiormally constructed by a
well-known simple Lemma 1 (see [8, p. 9]).
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Then we define multi-valued functions and multi-valued a-functions
(i.e. a multi-valued function of size less than a normal cover a of the
codomain). Oxir multi-valued functions must satisfy only the condition
that they assotiate a non-empty subset of the todomain to every point
of the domain.
The next step is to define all of these notioxis for maps. This is
done by considering pairs and replacing exact commutativity with an
approximate form of it up to a normal cover in the codomain. Since alí
concepts dealing ~.‘ithmaps nsuaily involve palis we take the convention
that they include prefix “bi” in their names. Ihus maps themselves
are also called bispates axid we define notions of bimap, multi-valued
bifunction, normal bicover, axid others. The multí-valued a-funttions
for maps (or multi-valued a-bifunctions) lead naturally to the relation of
a-bihomotopy. The important approximate transitivity of this relation
is established in Lemma 2. Lxi tIte first reading one can skip it’s tedinus
proof with many cases provided one is familiar with Dold’s powerful
lemma (see [5, p. 358]) on which our argument depends and whith is
used later over and over again.
Álter these preliminaries, we follow closely Borsuk’s method from
[3]. The role of fundamental sequences play multi-binets, i.e., multi-nets
for maps. We define the relation of bihomotopy for mnlti-binets aud talce
objects of oxir category 71Mb maps aud as morphisms bihomotopy
classes of multi-binets. lii order to prove that this is indeed a tategory
wemust describe how one composes morphisms axid nne must prove that
this composition is associative. This is done in Claims 1, 2, and 3 axid
Theorem 1. TIte details are quite easy once the method of proof for
relations (4) and (5) is understood. It would be unreal to expect that
in the complete generaiity which we consider here one taxi get tIte shape
category of maps without any effort.
The rest of the paper presents sorne applications of our approach to
shape theory of maps. They are included with intention to convince tIte
reader that tIte new method will be useful for sorne kind of problems.
We intexid to undertake further study of the category 71M5. This paper
is only tIte beginning and it gives basic facts about this approach to
shape theory for maps.
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2. HOMOTOPY THEORY OF MAPS
Sinte shape theory is just a modification of homotopy theory, we
begin by recalhing sorne notioxis from homotopy theory of maps.
We follow the tonvention that a map is a sItort name for a con-
tinuous single-valued function. In order to get closer analogies in our
constructioxis, we sItail also use bispace as another nazne for a map.
More formally, a bispace is a triple (f, F’, E) consisting of topological
Epates E’ and E and a continuous single-valued function f: E’ —> E.
Since we sItail scrupulously follow the notation that a map is denoted by
a small letter, it’s domain and codomain with tIte same capital letter,
and aill domains have in addition a prime, we sItail drop E’ aud E from
our notation axid use f to denote a bispace (f, E’, E). However, more
important for our exposition will be the fact tItat a presence of a pre-
lix “bi” and either a superscript or a subscript “b” indicates something
referring to maps. Thus, x, Xb, and bispace X are alí notatioxis for tIte
map (x,X’,X). With these convention enforced consistently we shall
see that most results from [4] carry over to maps. lii ah statements and
proofs in [4] we must only put bi aud b at proper places to get shape
theory for maps.
Following [10, p. 414], we now consider tIte category 5b whose
objects are bispaces (i.e., maps f: E’ .-. E between topological spa¿es)
and whose morphisms will be cahled bimaps. Let E and G be bispaces.
By a bimap from E into G we mean a palr (a’, a) of maps a’: E’ —> O’
and a: E .-.~ O such that go a’ = a of. Lxi other words we require tItat
tIte following diagram commutes.
a’
It tu
a
Just as with bispaces, we shall also simplify our notation for bimaps.
Thus “... bimap a : E .-. O.. .“ means tItat we Itave a bimap (d,a)
between bispaces E aud O. The composition of bimaps (a’, a) and (b’, b)
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is a bimap (b’ o a’, b o a) and tIte identity bimap 1x on a bispace X is
a bimap (lx’,lx), where 1x is the identity map on tIte space X..
The definition of bihomotopy involves tIte bicylinder E x 1 of a
bispace E. Let 1 denote the unit closed segment and let 1 denote also
the bispace (li,1,1), wItere Li 1 —> 1 is tIte identity map. TIte
bicylinder is a special case of tIte biproduct defined for bispaces E and
G to be the bispace (f x g, E’ x G’, E>< O).
Let p and q be bimaps between bispaces X and Y. We sItail say
that p and q are bihomotopíc and write p ~b q provided there is a bimap
m : X x 1 —* Y called bihomotopy such tItat m’(a’,O) = p’(a’) axid
m’(a’,1) = q’(a’) for every a’ E X’ and m(a,O) = p(a) and m(a,1) =
q(a) for every a E X. TIte relation of bihomotopy is an equivalente
relation and we denote tIte biItomotopy class of a bimap p by [p]~.Since
tIte bihomotopy relation ~b is also compatible with tIte composition of
bimaps, one can define tIte composition of bihomotopy classes of bimaps
by composing representatives, i.e., [p]~o [4, = ~po q]5. In this way
one obtains tIte bihomotopy category
71b, whose objects are topological
bispaces and whose morphisms are bihomotopy classes of bimaps. There
is a bihomotopy functor ffb from 5b to 71b which keeps tIte objects fixed
and takes a bimap p into it’s bihomotopy class [p]b.
3. NORMAL COVERS AND MULTI-VALUED FUNCTIONS
lxi this section we sItail introduce notioxis and results on normal
covers aud multi-valued functions that are required for our tIteory.
Let Cov(Y) denote the collection of all normal covers of a topo-
logical space y [1]. With respect to tIte refinement relation > the set
Cov(Y) is a directed set. Two normal covers a and r of Y are equiv-
alent provided a > r aid ir > a. In order to simplify our notation we
denote a normal cover and it’s equivalente class by the sane symbol.
Consequently, Cov(Y) also stands for tIte associated quotient set.
If a is a normal cover of a space Y, let a~ be the collection of ah
normal covers of Y which refine a while a~ denotes tIte set of ahí normal
covers ir of Y such tItat tIte star st(r) of ir refines a. Similarly, for a
natural number xi, aa” denotes the set of alí normal covers ir of Y sucIt
that tIte n-tIt star st”(r) of ir refines a.
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Let Inc(Y) denote the tollection of ah limite subsets c of Cov(Y)
which have a unique (with respect to the refinement relation) maxi-
mal element which we denote by [c]. TIte notation Ine(Y) comes from
“indices of covers”. The set Inc(Y) will be used as ixidexixig set for
multi-nets into Y. We consider Inc(Y) ordered by the inclusion reía-
tion aud regard Cov(Y) as a subset of single-element subsets of Cov(Y).
Notice that Inc(Y) is a cofinite directed set.
We sItalí repeatedly use the following lemma (see [8, p. 9]). Let us
agree that an increasing function f: P —* P of a partially ordered set
(P,=)into itself is a fuxiction wItich satislies z < 1(x) for every x E P
and x < y in P implies 1(x) < f(y). Lxi the case when the domain
and the codomain of a function f are different, the first requirement is
dropped.
Lemma 1. La {f’,. . . , t} befunctionsfrorn a cofinite directed set
(M, =)irdo a directed set (L, ~). Then there is an increasing fuxiction
y: M .-.*L such thatg(x) =f,(x),...,f~(x)foreveryx EM.
Let X and Y be topological spaces. By a multi-vahxed function
E: X —> Y we mean a rule which associates a non-empty subset E(x)
of Y to every point x of X.
For our approach to shape theory the following notion of size for
multi-valued functions will play the most important role.
Let E : X —* Y be a multi-valued function and let a E Cov(X)
axid a E Cov(Y). We shall say tItat E is a rnxilti-vahxed (a,a)-function
provided for every A E a there is an SA e a with E(A) C SA• Qn
tIte other haud, E is a rnulti-vahued o--function provided there is an a E
Cov(X) such that E is a multi-valued (a,a)-function.
Also important will be the following concept of closeness for two
multi-valued functions.
Let E, G : X —. y be multi-valued functions, Iet a E Cov(Y),
axid let a e Cov(X). We shall say that E and G are (a,a)-close and
we write E G provided for every A in a there is an 5A E a with
E(A) u G(A) C SA
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4. NORMAL BICOVERS AND MULTI-VALUED BIFUNC-
TIONS
In this section we shall define versions for maps of sorne notions
from tIte previons section.
By a normal bicover of a bispace X we mean a pair (a’,a), wItere
a’ is a normal cover of the space X’ and a is a normal cover of tIte
space X such that a’ refines the cover x’(a). We sItail again make a
simplification of our notation by dropping a’ so that normal bicovers
are denoted by small Greek letters which name a normal cover of tIte
codomain while tIte part in tIte domain space has the prime.
Let Covb(Y) denote tIte collection of alí normal bicovers of a bispace
Y. We order Cov5(Y) by tIte refinement relation > defined by a > ir
if axid only if a > ir asid a’ > ir’ for normal bicovers a asid ir of Y.
With respect to tIte relation > tIte set Covb(Y) is a directed set. Two
normal bicovers a axid ir of a bispace Y are equivalent provided a > ir
axid ir> a. In order to simplify oir notation we denote a normal bicover
and it’s equivalente class by tIte sasne symbol. Consequently, Covb(Y)
also stands for the associated quotient set.
If a is a normal bicover of a bispace Y, let a+ be tIte collection of
ah normal bicovers of Y which refine a while a* denotes tIte set of all
normal bicovers ir of Y such that tIte star si(ir) of ir refines a. Here,
we define tIte star st(a) of a normal bicover (a’,a) a.s a normal bicover
(st(a’),st(a)). Similarly, for a natural number n,a*fl denotes tIte set of
ah normal bicovers ir of Y such that the n-th star st”(ir) of ir refines a.
Let Y be a bispace. Let Incb(Y) denote tIte collection of ah limite
subsets e of Covb(Y) which Itave a unique (witIt respect to tIte relinement
relation) maximal element which we denote by [e].We consider Incb(Y)
ordered by the inclusion relation aud regard Covb(Y) as a subset asingle-
element subsets of Covb(Y). Notice that Incb(Y) is a cofinite directed
set.
For our approacIt to shape theory of maps tIte following class of
multi-valued bifunctions will play the most important role.
Let X and Y be bispaces. By a multi-valued bift¿nction from X into
Y we mean a pair (A’, A) of multi-valued functions A’ : X’ —* Y’ and
A : X —* Y. We shahl drop A’ and use A to denote tIte multi-valued
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bifunction (A’, A). Of course, we sItail utilize tIte functional notation
A : X —* Y to indicate tItat A is a mnlti-va.lued bifunction between
bispaces X and Y. TIte multí-valued bifunctions A and B are composed
bythernleBoA = (B’o A’, BoA) axid multipiled by the rule AxB=
(A’ x B’, A x B).
Let X asid Y be bispaces. Let a asid/Y be normal bicovers of X and
Y. By a multi-vahued (a, I3)-bifixnction from X into Y we mean a multi-
valued bifunction A : X —* Y such that A’ is a multi-valued (a’, /3’)-
function, A isa mnlti-valued (a,fi)-function axid tIte compositiona yoA’
and Aox are (a’,fl)-close.
On the otIter hand, A is a rnulti-vahued /3-bifunction provided there
is a normal bicover a E Covb(X) such that A is a multi-vaiued (a,/3)-
bifunction.
5. THE RELATION OF a-BIHOMOTOPY
Now we a ready to introduce an important notion of a-bihomotopy
for multí-valued bifunctions ofbispaces. We sItalí also prove in Lemma
2 a useful teclinical result.
lLet E axid O be multi-valued bifunctions between bispaces X and
Y and let a be a normal bicover of Y. We sItahl say that E aud G
are a-bihomotopic asid write E =b O provided there is a multi-va.lued
a-bifunction H from tIte bicylinder X x 1 into Ysuch that E’(a’) =
H’(a’,O) and G’(a’) = H’(a’,1) for every a’ E X’ and E(a) = H(a,O)
and O(a) = H(a,1) for every a E X. We sItalí say that H is a a-
bihomotopy that joixis E axid O or tItat it realizes tIte relation (or a-
bihomotopy) E ~b O.
TIte following lemma is crucial because it provides an adequate
substitute for tIte transitivity of the relation of a-bihomotopy.
Lemma 2. Leí E, O, aud H be mixlti-vahixed bifunctions between
bispaces X ami Y. Let a be a normal bicover of Y ami Jet ir E a. If
oEs¾GandGc~&H, thenEsM8H.
Proof. By assumption there are normal bicovers a and /3 of tIte
bicylinder X x 1, a multi-valued (a, ir)-bifunction K : X x 1 —~ Y,
and a multi-valued (/3,ir)-bifnnction L : X xl—. Kso that E’(a’) =
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A”.(a’,O), G’(a’) = K’(a’, 1) = L’(a~;O), and H’(a’) = L’(a’,1), for
every a’ E X’, and E(a) = K(a,0), G(a) K(a,1), G(a) = L(a,0),
and L(a, 1) = fi(a) for every a E X. Let a normal bicover ‘y of X x 1
be a conunon refinement of a and /3. Observe first tItat K and L are
both multi-valued (‘y, ir)-bifunctions. Define a multi-valued bifuxiction
M: Xx 1—*Y by tIte rule{ K’(a’,21), a’ EX’ 0<1=1/2
L’(a’,21 —1), a’ EX’, 1/2=1< 1
and { K(a,21), a EX, 0=1=1/2
M(a,t) =
L(a,21—1), aEX, 1/2=1<1
Since E’(a’) = M’(a’,0) axid H’(a’) = M’(a’,1) for every a’ e
and E(a) = M(a,O) asid fi(a) = M(a,1) for every a EX, it remains to
see that Mis a mnlti-valued a-bifunction.
By [5, p. 358], there are normal covers 6’ axid 6 of X’ aud X and
functions r’ 6’ —* {243, 4,.. 4 and r : 6 —. {2, 3,4, ... } such that tIte
set D’ x D is contained in a member Cj~ of ‘y’ for every D’ E 6’ and
every 1 = U.~.,r’D’ —1, where g = [,tJ, 4.tJ] (1— 1 r’D’ —1)
and tIte set 1) x D, i~ contained in a member CDI of ‘y for every D E 6
We can assume that 6’ refines C’(6). TIten for every D’ E 6’
there is a D(D’) E 6 such that D’ is a subset of r~’(D(D’)). Let
.sD’ = (r’D’)(rD(D’)) for every D’ E 6’ and let
1=0,
2rD’ j~ i=4rD—2,
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and similarly
TIte collections
e’ ={D’xE 1 D’E 6’, i=O,...,4sD’—2}
axid
e={DxE1¡D66, i=0,1,...,4rD—2}
are normal covers of X’ x 1 asid X x 1. Moreover, we claim that tIte
pair (e’,e) is a normal bicover of tIte bicylinder X x 1.
Indeed, let 2’ = D’ x E be a member of e’. Since tIte set R =
D x E, where D = D(D’) axid E = E1, is a member of e for every
j = 0,1,... 4rE — 2, the preimage (x x 1i)
1(R) is a set r’(D) x E,
and D’ G x1(D), it suifices to show that there exists an index j such
that E~ c E~.
WIten 1 = O, tIten we can take j = O because
= [o, 2’D’) = [o, 2r’DID(D’)) c [o,~~!»)= E
0.
Por a similar reason, when 1 = 4sD’ —2, tIten we can take j = 4rD — 2.
Finally, when 1 6 {1, . . . ,4sD’ — 3}, tIte required incínsion will hold
provided ~ =—L aud ~ .< ~ TItus, the index j must satisfy
4rD 4sD’ 4rD
conditions .4-2 — 2<j< —~-b~• But, if we write i = r’D’m + it, forr’D’ _ rintegers m aud u witli O < xi < r’D’, tIten these conditions become
j =m— 2+ t.tJ, and j =m+ 4~.. It is clear that j = m always
satisfles them. Another possibility is j = m — 1 in sorne situatioxis.
Therefore, E~ c Em axid our claim Itas been verilied.
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In order to prove that M is a multi-valued a-bifunction, we shall
show that it is a multi-valued (e, oj-bifunction. In other words, we sItalí
prove that
(1) M’ is a multi-valuéd (e’, a’)-function,
(2) M is a rnulti-valued (e, a)-function, and
(3) tIte compositioxis y o(M’) asid Mo (x x u) are (e’, a)-close.
Add (1). The argument for (1) is similar to the argument for (2)
given below. Of course, tIte case (2) is notationally simpler because there
are no primes.
Add (2). Let E = D >< E~ be a member of e. We must fixid an
5E E o’ such that M(E) C
Case 1 (i = 2k forO < k < rD — 1). TIten E~ = £2,, is below 1/2 so
that we get M(E) = K(D x 2E~) = K(D x D¡<) c K(CD,k) CE 2’ C SE,
where tIte open set 2’ is a member of ir whicIt we obtain with respect to
CD,,, from the fact that K is a multí-valued (‘y, r)-function and 5E is a
member of a wItich contaixis 2’.
Case II (i = 2k for rD < k < 2rD — 1). TIten E
1 = £2,, is aboye
1/2 50 that we get M(E) = L(D x (2E~ — 1)) c L(D x Dk...rD) CE
L(CD,k..rD) c 2’ CE
5E, where the open set 2’ is a member of ir which
we obtain with respect to CD,k..rD from the fact that L is a multi-valued
(‘y, r)-function, and 5E is a member of a which contaixis tIte set T.
Case III (i = 2k+ 1 for O < k =iD —2). TIten E~ = E2,,+1 is below
1/2 so that we get
M(E) = I<}D >< 2E1) c K(D x (D,, uDk+í))
c 1< (CD,k) u K(CD,,,+í) CE T~ u T
2 CE
5E,
where the sets 2’, and T2 are members of ir which we obtain with respect
to CD,,, and CD,,,+í frorn tIte fact that K is a (‘y, ir)-function, asid S~ is a
member of o’ which contains tIte union T
1UT2. SucIt an Sp. exists because
D x {k/rD} CE CDJ. fl CDJC+1 so that 0 # K(D x {k/rD}) CE T1 fl T2.
Case IV (1 = 2k + 1 for iD < k < 2rD — 1). TItis case is ana.logous
to the case III. TItis time E1 is aboye 1/2 and we must use L instead of
K.
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Case y (i = 2k + 1 and k = iD —1). TIten E~ = E’ U E~, where
= (2~DEl, }] asid £4- = [., 2;Dtl) so tItat we get
M(E) = K(D >< 2Efl U L(D>< (2E4- — 1)) CE K(CDrD.1) U L(CDl)
CE ~‘1 U T2,
where Tí and T2 are members of ir which we obtain with respect to
CD,rD...i and CD,1 fram tIte fact that K and L are multi-valued (‘y, ir)-
functions.
Observe that K(D x {1}) = G(D) CE T~ axid L(D x {O}) = G(D) CE
T2. We conclude that Tj fl T~ $ 0 50 that tItere is a member 5E of o’
which contains both T~ asid T
2. It follows tItat M(E) CE Sg.
Add (3). Let E’ = D’ x fl be a member of e’. We must find a
member S~. of o’ sucIt tItat both Mo (x x li)(E’) and yo (M’)(E’) are
contained in tIte set Sg..
Once again we sItalí distinguish five cases considered aboye.
Case 1(1 = 2k for 0< k < r’D’— 1). Let A’ be arnember ofa’
which contains tIte set Ch.,,. Since Ko(z xli) axid yo(K’) are (a’,ir)-
close, there is a member 2’ of ir wItich contains both 1< o (x x 1¡)(A’)
and yo (K’)(A’). Since ir is a sta.r-refinement of o’, there is an Sg E o’
with 2’ CE Sg. Qur choices imply
yo (M’)(E’) CE y o (K’)(CS.,,,) CE y o (K’)(A’)
axid
Mo (x x 1,j(E’) CE M(x(D’) x 14) = K(x(D’)>< 214)
CE Ko (z x 1i)(D’ x D<) CE Ho (a, x 1.r)(A’)
because E’ CE Ch.,, CE A’. It follows tItat M o (a, x lí)(E’) asid y o
(M’)(E’) are botIt snbsets of Sg..
Case II (i = 2k for r’D’ < k < 2r’D’ — 1). TItis is a similar to tIte
previous case. We have to deal witIt L instead of with 1<.
Case III (i = 2k + 1 for O < k < r’D’ — 2). TIte set yo (M’)(E’) is
now a subset of tIte union of sets yo(K’)(C~,,,) and
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Let-4AI, áiidgA~~?be members of a’ wItich contain Ch.,, and Ch.,,.4.1,
respectively. Since’K o (a~ x u) and yo (K’) are (a’, ir)-close, there are
members T1 asid 7’2 of ir such that T1 contains K o (a, x 1r)(A) ami
while T2 contaixis Ko (x xlj)(A) and y o (K’)(A). The
sets
Tí and T2 ÉotIt contain the set y o (K’)(D’ >< {,.4,, }). It follows
that sorne member S~. of o’ contains their union. This is tIte required
open set.
eJ 1 >9’fS”I (II¡AJ i
(~1 , Ca~e., iy.
1 T~is is similar to the previous case.
Case y. TIte set y o (M’)(E’) is a subset of the union of sets y o
(ffC)(9h’;rD?’~.i) asid y o (L’)(CS,1). Let Al be a member of a’ and let
B~be a’membex~of/3’ sucIt that A contaixis Ch> rD—l aud B~ contains
Ch.1. SinceKo(zxlúis (a’,r)-closetoyo(K’) and Lo(xxli)is (/3f,ir)-
close to yo (L’), there are members
Tí and 22 of ir such tItat T1 contains
ká\2ÁItY(4) and yo(K’)(A~) wItile T2 contains Lo(x x 1j)(B~) and
1/~(Z’)(B&y. )flilttÁhe sets
Tí and T2 both contain tIte non-empty set
.ybo(K9(D~x {1}) = yo (G’)(D’) = yo (L’)(D’ ><
‘o tú tqdrnq,n n
soythat some,niember 5E’ of a contaisis their unlon. It follows that
M¡uoj(xjX<1.j)(E5) axid yo (M’)(E’) are both subsets of 5s’- •
~ Si~i&# Mi~II be using [5, p. 358] quite often, for a space Y and a
normal cover a of the product Y x 1, we let D(Y, a) denote all normal
covers /3 of Y sucIt tItat sorne stacked normal cover over /3 refines a.
.4Ny
6. MULTI-BINETS
TIte following two delinitions correspoxid to Borsuk’s definitions of
fundamental sequence and Itomotopy for fundamental sequences [3].
Let X and Y be bispaces. By a rnulti-binet from X into Y we sItalí
mear~ t t!oliettiSh so = {Ec c E Incb(Y)} of multi-valued bifunctions
X —~ Y snch that for every o E Covb(Y) there is a c c Incb(Y)
&thh )for every d> c. We use functional notation so’ X —* Y
to indicate that so is a multi-binet from X into Y. Let Mb(X, Y) denote
all tmulti,binéts; so: X —* Y from X into Y.
Multi-bin~s ¿p = {E~} and 4~ = {GJ between bispaces X asid Y
até ‘~aid ltd be bihomotopic and we write so ~b ib provided for every
ó ECo\~=(tY)~thereisa c E Ixicb(Y) such that 1% ~b Cd for every d>
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It follows from Lemma 2 that tIte relation of biItomotop5’ iran
equivalence relation on the set Mb(X,Y). TIte bihomotopy dass of a
multi-binet so is denoted by [so]band tIte set of ail bihomotopy classes
by ‘NMb(X,Y).
7. COMPOSITION OF BIHOMOTOPY CLASSES OF
MULTI-BINETS
Our principal goal now is to define a composition for bihomotapy
classes of multi-binets asid to establish it’s associativity. TItis is tIte
only tricky part in setting up the category 71Mb. Qur idea is to as-
sociate to every multi-binet so X .-* Y two increasing functions
Incb(Y) .~. 1nc~(Y) and ? : Incb(Y) Inúfi(X). The first
function associates to an index e E Incb(Y) of the farnily p =
rnuch larger index so(c) in Incb(Y) such that Ed and E0 are joiied by
a multi-valued (so(c, d, e), [c])-bihomotopyfor a suitable normal bicover
so(c,d,e) of tIte bicylinder X x 1 whenever d,e =so(e). Thesecond
function associates to a e E Incb(Y) an element so*(c) of Incb(jjX) such
that tIte normal bicover [so(c)]refines sorne normal bicover of X which
we get from the normal bicover so(c,so(c),so(c)) by [5, p. 358]. This
is a rougIt description of these functions and now we prdceed with tIte
detalís.
Let X and Y be bispaces. Let ~ = {Ee}celncbcy) : X -~ Y be a
multi-binet. Let so: Incb(Y) —* Incb(Y) be aix increasing function such
that for every e E Incb(Y) tIte relation d e > so(c) implies tIte rélation
fe]
Ed ~b E~, wItere [c]denotes tIte unique maximal element of e.
Let Cx., = {(c,d,e)¡ c E Incb(Y),d,e =so(c)}. Then4 is a su1~set
of
Incb(Y) x Incb(Y) x Ixicb(Y)
that becomes a cofinite directed set whexi we define tItat (e, d, e) =
(c’,d’,e’) if and only if e > e’ d > d’, and e > e’ for (e,d,e) and
We sItahl use tIte same notation so for an increasing function so
—* Covb(X x 1) such tItat Ed and E~ are joined by a multi-valued
(so(c,d,e),[c])-bihomotopy wItenever (c,d,e) E 4,. -
Let cp : 4, —* Incb(X) be aix increasing function such tItat the
normal cover [(~(c, d, e))’] belongs to tIte set D(X, (so(c, d, e))’) asid tIte
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normal cover [@(c,d,e)] belongs to tIte set D(X,so(c,d,e)) for every
(c,d,e) E C9,.
Claim 1. There is ay ivicreasivigfunction so*: Incb(Y) Ixicb(X)
such thai
(1) so*(c) =@(c,so(c),so(c)) for every cE Ixicb(Y), avid
(2) so* is cofivial ¿vi ~, :.e., for every (c,d,e) E (Y4, lAcre is ay
m E Ivicb(Y) uñíA so*(m) =cXc,d,e).
Proof. Let V = {~(c,d,e) ¡ (c,d,e) E 4,}.
If Inc
6 (Y) is a limite set, then 1) is a limite collection of elements
of Inc6(X). Let a E Inc6(X) be greater tItan all members of V. Let
so* : Ivic6(Y) —. Ixic6(X) be a constant function into a.
If Inc6(Y) is aix infinite set, tIten tIte cardinality of 2) does not ex-
ceed tIte cardinality of Ixic(Y). 1-lence, there is a surjection y : Inc6(Y)
2). Let so*: Ixicb(Y) Ivicb(X) be aix increasing fuxiction such tItat
so*fr) =g(c), @(c,so(c),so(c)) for every cE Ivic6(Y). U
TIte aboye discussion shows that every multi-binet ~o: X —* Y
determines two increasing fnnctions so : Ivic6(Y) ~ Iné(Y) and so
Ivic”(Y) -~ Incb(X). WitIt tIte Itelp of tItese functions we sItalí define
the composition of bihomotopy classes of multi-binets as follows.
Let X,Y, asid Z be bispaces asid let so = {E
0} : X —* Y axid
ib = {GS} Y --. Z be multi-binets. Let x = {H8}, where 115 =
G«s) o E9,(~..(s» for every e E Ivic
6(Z). Observe that each fi
8 is a
multi-valued bifunction because tIte composition of twa multi-valued
bifunctions is a multi-valued bifunction.
Claim 2. The collection x is a rnulti-binet frorn X ¿vito Z.
Proof. Let o E Cov
6(Z). We must find a u E Incb(Z) such that
o
H,, ~b 11,., for every y> u. (3)
Let ir E a*2 asid ~ E -rt Let u = {¿} E Ivic6(Z).
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Consider aix índex y > u. We sItail find an index e E Inc6(Y) sotItat
H
1, ~b Gq o E~, (4)
0q o E~ ~b 0p o E~, (5)
and
r
O,, o E~ ~b H~, (6)
where p = ib(u), q = ibb-’)~ a = ib(u), b = ib*(v), c = so(a), and
d = so(b). Repeated use of Lemma 2 will give (3) from the relatioxis
(4)-(6).
Add (4). Since (v,q,q) E ~ we see tItat there is a multi-valued
(a,¿)-biItomotopy K : Y x 1 —. Z such that a = ib(v,y,y), 14 —
c;, K{= G;, Ko=Gq,andKi=Gq. Lets = 4’(v,q,q) axid ir = [s].
Observe that ir’ E D(Y’,a’) axid ir E D(Y,a). We claim that 0q is a
multí-valued (ir,fl-bifunction from Y into Z. In other words, we must
show tItat
(a) 0~q is a multí-valued (ir’,4’)-function,
(b) Gq is a multi-valued (ir, fl-function,
(c) tIte compositions =00’>, and 0>, o y are (w’,4)-close.
Add (a). Let P’ be a member of ir’. TIten tItere is a 1 > O such
tItat tIte product 1” x [0,1) lies in a member A’ of a’. Since K’ is
(a’,Q)-function, there is a 2” E ¿‘ sucIt that K’(A’) CE 2”. It follows
that 0,(P’) = 14(P’) = K’(P’ x {0}) CE K’(A’) CE 2” which proves that
0’ is a
>, (ir’,¿’)-function.
Add (b). TIte proof of (b) is analogous to the proof for (a) given
aboye.
Add (c). Since tIte compositions Ko(yx u) asid zo(K’) are
close so that their restrictions Ko (y x lijly.x{o} and za (K’)jy.x<o}
on Y’ x {0} will be (a’Iy.x{o},E)-close. But, if we identify the space Y’
witIt Y’ x {0} in Y’ x 1 we see that tIte normal cover ir’ refines a’ ¡y’,
and that the restrictioxis aboye are y o 0>, and zoG~,. Hence, z oC~, and
y o are (ir’, E)-close.
Once we know that 0>, is a multi-valued (ir,fl-bifunction, we see
that it suifices to take e > d because then Ed asid E, are joined by
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a2niultkváiued4e,(b])-bihomotopy L : X x 1 —* Y, for sorne normal
bicover £ of X x 1, 50 that 0>, o L is a multi-valued (e, ir)-bihomotopy
wItich realizes tIte relation (4).
(¿% Indeed, by construction, the normal bicover [b]refines ir (i.e., [b]’
refines ir’ axid [b]refines ir) so that 0’>, o L’ is a multi-valued (e’,¿’)-
function aud G>,o L is a multi-valued (e, fl-function. On tIte other Itand,
&ih~ce tIte compositions y o (L’) and L o (a, x u) are (e’,[b])-close, tIte
funcgpp>tQq:ista rnulti-valued (ir, E)-bifunction, and tIte normal cover [b]
refiwe~sq~,At~fai1owstItatG>,oyo(L’)andG>,oLo(xx1~are(e’,fl-
close. Rut, tIte compositioxis 0>, o y axid za o; are (ir’Á)-close, L’ is a
multi-valued (e’, [b]’)-bifunction, and tIte normal cover [b]’refines ir’ so
iil?$§GL0’W £{) ándz o 0’>, o (L’) are (e’, E)-close. Since tIte cover st(a)
tIte cover ir, conclude that tIte compositioxis za o; ~(L’) axid
OQo LI) ~56i~) are (e’, ir)-close.
ti ~[ .0 Jhfb
s~~mAdd.(~).,Since (u,p,q) E C,p, it follows that Gp axid O>, are joined
by a multi-valued (a, fllbihomotopy K : Y >< 1 —* Z, where a denotes
tIte normal bicover ib(u,p,q) of Y x 1. Choose normal covers /3’ of Y’
and/3ofYandfunctionsr’ : /3’ —* {2,3,4,...} andr: /3 —~ {2,3,4,...}
such tItat sets B’ x [~f~
1r,~YB’¡] and B x [i,.;% ~ wItere B’ E/Y’, BE
/3, i=1,...,r’B’—1,andj=1,...,rB—larecontainedinamember
A~,
1 of a’ ~íídin a member AD~ of a, respectively. We can assume
that /3’ refines ~1(/3). It follows that a pair (/3’,/3)is a normal bicover
of~the’bispate:Y. Let k = {/3} and e = so(k). Since (k,e,e) E C9,, the
functión’JE~’is a multi-valued (ir, /Y)-bifunction from X into Y br sorne
noímal.’bicovet ir of X. It follows that for every P’ E ir’, every P E ir,
and every B’ 6 /3’ there is a B,, from /3’ and a [B’], a Bp., and a Bp
in /3 snch tItat B’ CE f
1([B’]), E~(P’) CE B~,,, FC(P) CE Bp, axid Bp’
~E~(P’) and E~ o x(P’).
-i For every P’ E ir’ and every P E ir, let s’P’ = r’B,,rflp.r[B,4,
o> 311 k A>
o
• cmriji ‘II
Q ~r));,
j71}” U{(~$p’ i5t~) =
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axid
vp={[a,±)(~BP 21] } L~ o
U{(jQj~) i
Put e’ = {P’ x N’ ¡ P’ e ir’, N’ E z4} aud e = {P x N ¡ P E ir, N E
up}. Observe that p’ and e are normal covers of X’ x 1 axid X x 1,
respectively. Let w be a normal bicover of X x 1 such that the normal
cover w’ refines ~>‘ and tIte normal cover w refines e We claim tItat
tIte composition 11 = .1< o (E~ x u) is a multi-valued (w, ir)-bihomotopy
whicIt joins Q o F~ and O>, o E~. TItus, we must show that
(a) fi’ is a mnlti-valued (w’,ir’)-function,
(b) fi is a inultí-valued (w, ir)-function, and
(c) tIte compositions zoff’ and Ho (x x u) are (w’,ir’)-dose.
Add (a). Let 5’ be a member of w’. Pick a member 11’ = P’xN!
of e’ which contains 5’, where P’ E ir’ and N’ E 4. TItén
- H’(S’) CE H’(R’) = K’(E~(P’) x N’) c K(Bk. x N’) CE K’(A~r 4
wItere j is such that N’ lies is tIte interior of tIte segment ~
SucIt an index casi surely be found because the lenght of N’ is less tItan
1p-~r—. Sixice K’ is a multi-valued (a’,~’)-Itornotopy, we obtaiñ that the
last set in tIte chain of inclusions aboye is a subset of a m~AiWei-’ ¿f ¿‘.
Hence, fi’ is a multi-valued (w’, ir’)-function.
Add (b). The proof of (b) is asialogous to tIte proof of (a).
Add (c). Let 5’ be a member of w’. Choose sets P’,N’, asid R’
as aboye. Observe that tIte sets yo E~(P’) and E~ o z(P’) both ile in
a member Bp. of /3. Since tIte length of the segment N’ is less than
1
rBp.’ tIte product Bp. x /V’ lles in a member AB~>,J of a, for sorne
j E ji,... ,rBpá — 1}. This implies that sorne member T~ of E contains
sets A = K(yoE~(P’) x N’) and B = K(E~ ox(P’) x N’) because K isa
mutti-valued (a, E)-fuxiction. Notice that B = Ko(E~ xl,) o(x x
On the other haxid, the inclusions E~(P’) CE B~,, and B~,. CE
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imply that yoE~(P’) x N’ CE [B,,] x N’ and therefore that A isa subset
of the set D = K([B,,] x N’). Moreover, since tIte lengtIt of N’ is
less tItan r[~’~,J’ the product L = [B,,] x N’ lles in a member
of a for sorne k E {1,.. . ,r[B~,,.] — 1}. Hence, sorne member T2 of ¿
contains tIte set K(L). TIte inclusion y(B~,,) CE [B~.1 now gives that
J = K o (y x 1i)(B0> x N’) is a subset of K(L). Once again, since
tIte length of N’ is less tItan —
tr--, tIte set B
1, x N’ lies in a member
PS
E’ = A~~m of a’ for sorne mE {1,. . . , r’B~,.}. We canclude that Jis
a subset of K o (y x lj)(E’): Now we use the assumption that z o (K’)
and Ko (y x u) are (a’, tfl-dose to fixid a member T~ of ~ which contains
tIte sets K o(y x 1¡)(E’) and za (K’)(E’). It remains to observe that
tIte inclusion E(P’) CE B,. implies
z o (K’) o (E~ x 1i)(R’) = 2 0 (K’)(E~(P’) ,< N’) CE
z o (K’)(B. x N’) CE 2 0 (K’)(E’).
Finally, it follows that tIte star of T2 witIt respect to E, asid tIterefore
also some member of ir, contains sets z o(K’) o (E~ >c li)(S’) and K o
(E~ x Li) o (a, x
Add (6). TIte proof of (6) is analogous to tIte proof of (4). u
We now define tIte composition of bihomotopy classes of multi-
binets by tIte rule [{G,}] o [{E0}]= [{G«S) o
CIa¡m 3. The composition of bihornotopy classes of rnulti-biviets is
melí-defivied.
Prao!. Let n = {K0} asid A = {LJ be multi-binets bihornotapic to
so asid ib, respectively, asid let pi = {M,}, where M~ = LA(S) o
for every .s E Inc
6(Z). We must show that multi-binets x aud ji are
bihomotopic. In other words, that for every o’ E Cov6(Z) there is an
s E Incb(Z) sucIt tlíat
Ht ~b M, for every 1 > s. (7)
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Let a E Covb(Z). Let ir E c?~ and ¿ E ir. Let s = {¿} E Ixic6(Z).lxi order to prove (7), we sItalí argue tItat for every 1 =s we can fixid
indices e E Inc6 (Y) aud u E Incb(Z) such that
(8)
GPoP
0ábGt~oEC, (9)
GUoE~ábL oF (10)u e,
LUoK~~6L>,oK~, (12)
ro K~ ~6 M,, (13)
where we put p = ib(1), a = ib(t), b = so(a), q = A(1), c = >.*(t), axid
d = ¡c(c). From tIte relations (8)-(13) with tIte help of Lemma 2 we shall
get (7).
We shall now describe Itow big e and u must be cItosen for relatioxis
(8), (9), (10), and (11) to hold separately. TIte relations (12) and (13) are
analogous to relations (9) axid (8), respectively. We leave to tIte reader
tIte task of making a cumulative cItoice for e aud u which accornplisItes
our goal. It is important to notice that u is selected lirst wItile e is
selected only once u is already known.
Add (8). We know from tIte proof of Clairn 2 tItat 0,, is a multi-
valued (r,¿)-bifunction from tIte bispace Y into tIte bispace Z, where
ir = [s] axid s = ib(t,p,p). Since a> s by the property (1) of Claim 1, it
suifices to take e> b.
Add (9). If u =p, then 0,, and 0,, are joined by a rnulti-valued
(a,fl-bihomotopy K: Y xI —* Z, wItere a = «u, m,m) and m = ib(u).
Ornase normal covers /3’ of Y’ and /3 of Y ami functions r’ 4’ —.
{2,3,4,.. .} and r : /3 —~ {2,3,4,.. 4 such that tIte sets B’ x [k~I~ 1±2.]
and B x ~ where B’ E /3’, B E /3, i = 1,...,r’B’ —1, and
j = 1,... ,rB — 1, are contained in a member A~,1 of a’ and in a
member An,~ of a, respectively. We casi assume that /3’ refines f’(/3)
so that tIte pair (/3’,/3) is a normal bicover of Y. Let k = {/3} axid
e =‘p(k). Just as in tIte proof of (5) we can see that K o (E~ x u) is
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a multí-valued ir-bihomotopy joining the left and tIte right side of the
relation (9).
Add (10). Since muiti-binets ib aixd A arebihomotopic, tItere is a
u e Inc6(Z), a normal bicover a of Y x 1, and a multi-valued (a,fl-
biItomotopy 5 : Y x 1 —. Z joining 0,, and L,,. CItoose a normal
bicover /3 and aix index e as aboye. TIten So (E. x ir) is a rnulti-valued
ir-biItomotopy joining compositions which appear in (10).
Add (11). Let u > q. TIten L,. is a multi-valued (a,fl-bifunction
from Y into Z, where a = [s], s = A(*x,w,w), and tu = A(u). Since
multi-binets so axid k are bihomotopic, tItere is an index e E Incb(Y) so
that E
6 and K6 are joined by a multi-vaiued a-biItomotopy 2’: X x 1 —*
Y. TIte composition L~, o 2’ realizes the relation (11). u
Theorem 1. The composition of bihomotopy classes of rnulti-binets
is assodative.
ProaL Let so = {E0}, ib = {GJ, and x = {H~J be mnlti-binets
from X into Y, from Y into Z, and from Z into W, respectively. Let ji =
u = ‘c = {K,}, andA = {L,}, where M~ =
foreverys E Ivic
6(Z) andN~ = HX(p>oGg,(x.cP)), K~ ~Hx(p)oM~(r(p)),
and L,, = N~fr) o E
9,(11a(~)), for every p E Inc
6(W). We must show tItat
multi-binets ic asid A are bihomotopic, Le., that br every normal bicover
ir E Cov~(W) there is an index p E Ivic6(W) such that
K>, s4
6 L>, for every q > p. (14)
Let ir E Cov
6(W). Let g E ir~4, ¿ E g, axid 17 E ¿. Let p {x9 E
Incb(W). lxi order to prove (14), we sItahl show that for every q =p we
can find indices e E Inc6(Y) and s E Inc6(Z) such that
Kq~I
6HmoGnOFe, (15)
HmoGnoEei6HmoGs~a E6, (16)
HmOGSOEe4ÓHkO0sOEe, (17)
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oHieOGsOEe~bN¡OEe, (18)
and oNL o E0 ~b L>,, (19)
wItere m = ~(q),i~ = ~(ji(~*(q))), k = x(v(q)), axid 1 = v(q). Repeated
use of Lemma 2 will give (14) from the relations (15)-(19).
The metItod of proof is similar to the proof of Claim 3. We sItalí
only describe for each of the relations (15)-(19) how large tIte indices u
e must be in order that this multí-valued ~-biItornotopy holds. An
easy exercise of putting togetIter al these selections is once again left to
tIte reader. Since relations (18) aud (19) are analagous witIt relations
(16) and (15), respectively, it suifices to consider only relatioxis (15)-(17).
Add (15). Observe that Hm is a multi-valued (6,v~)-bifunction,
where O = [a], a = ~(q,m,m). Let i = ~*(q), j = g(i), h = ib(j), d =
~(j,vi,n), c = ib(i)~ aud w = [d]. TIten 0,-. is a multí-valued (w,[j])-
bifunction from Y into Z. Since j =i and i =a by the property (1)
from Claim 1, we obtain that U] refines 6. Let b = so(c). 11 e > b tIten
E~ asid E6 are joined by a multi-valued [c]-biItornotopy P. Rut e> ci so
that [c]refines w. Hence, Hm o 0,. o P is a multi-valued e-bihomotopy
between K>, and
11m o 0n o F~.
Add (16). As aboye, Hm is a mnlti-valued (6, ~)-bifunction from Z
into W. If we take s > vi tIten (j,vi,s) E C,p so that 0,. axid G~ are
joined by a multi-valued (ajj])-biItomotopy Q : A’ x 1 —* Z, where
a = i~(j,n,s). Rut, since 1> a we see that [vi] refines 6. Choose nqrmal
covers /3’ of Y’ and /3 of Y and fuxictioxis r’ : /3’ —* {2,3,4,. . .} axid
/3-4 {2,3,4,...,}suchthatsetsB’x[~,, $~\] axid Bx[~, ~j,
whereB’E/Y’, BE/Y, i=1,...,r’B’—1,andj=1,...,rB—1,
are contained in a member 4,¿ of a’ and in a rnember AB,~ of a,
respectively. We can assume that /3’ refines y1(/3) so that tIte pair
(/Y’,/3)is a normal bicover for the bispace Y. Let g = {/3} and e =
Just as in the proofs of (5) and (9), we can see tItat Hm o Q o (Ee >< u)
realizes the relation (16).
Add (17). Since v(r) =r for every r E Inc6(W), we get k =m so
that (q,m,k) E C,< and Hm and H~ are joined by a multi-valued (a, 77)-
bihomotopy 2’: Z>< 1 —* W, where a = x(q,m,k). Let y = V(k) and
let s > ib(v). TIten 0, is a multi-valued ([t], [v])-bifunction from Y into
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Z, where 1 = «s,ib(s),ib(s)). Let u = ib*(1) axid take e =so(tO. TIte
composition 2’ o ((Q9 o E0) x ir) realizes tIte relation (17). U
8. THE SEAPE CATEGORY OF MAPS HM
6
For a topological bispaceX, let 0’ — {I }: X —* X be tIte identity
rnulti-binet defined by la = 1x for every a E Ivic6(X). It is easy to sItow
that mr every mnlti-binet ~: X — Y, tIte following relatioxis hoid:
o [jX],, = [sok= [ifl
6o [soN.
We can surnmarize tIte aboye with the following theorern wItich is
tIte rnain result of this paper.
Theorem 2. TIte lopological bispaces as objects together mitA dic
bihomoiopy classes of mulii-binets as morphisms avid ihe compositiovi of
bihomotop¡i clañses forrn tIte category HM
6.
There are some natural functors into tIte category 71Mb. First of alí,
tItere is a fuxictor S6 : 86 71M6 from tIte category 86 of bispaces and
bimaps which leaves the objects unchanged and associates to a bimap
1 X —* Y between bispaces X and Y the bihornotopy class [so]~~of
tIte multi-binet so = {E
0} : X —. Y generated by tIte birnap f, where
Fc = f for every c E Inc
6 (Y). TIten, tItere is an analogous functor
716 ~ HM6 from tIte category ~6 of bispaces asid biItomotopy
classes of birnaps. Finally, there isa fnnctorM6: 71M —* HM6 from tIte
autItor’s sItape category [4] of spaces and Itomotopy classes of multi-nets
which associates to a topological space X’ a bispace x : X’ -~ X, wItere
X is a fixed single-elernent space, and whicIt associates to a Itomotapy
class [so’]of a mnlti-net 49 : X’ —* Y’ between topological spaces
and Y’ tIte bihomotopy class [so]6of tIte multi-binet so: X —~ Y whose
dornains part is tIte rnulti-net so’- TIte functor M6 is a fulí ernbedding.
Since in [4] tIte author proved that tIte category HM is isomorpItic to
tIte shape category .Sh, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Topological spaces X avid Y have ihe same shape
if avid only if ihe vnaps ofX arzd Y iao a .single-element spaee are
equivalent lvi tIte category 71Mb.
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9. SPECIAL MULTI-BINETS
Iii this section we sItalí be looking for conditioxis under whicIt a
given bihomotopy class of rnulti-binets Itas a representative of a special
kind. As a corollary of these results we identify a class of bispaces an
which bisItape tIteory aud bihomotopy theory coincide.
A bispace X is internally movable provided for every o’ E Cov6(X)
there is a ir E Cov”(X) sucIt tItat every multi-valued ir-bifunction into
X is a-bihornotopic to a bimap.
A bispace X is internally calm provided tItere is a a E Cov6(X)
such tItat bimaps into X whicIt are o-biItomotopic are bihomotopic.
A bispace X is calrn provided there is a a E Cov6(X) such that
for every ir in Cov6(X) there is a e in Cov6(X) with tIte property tItat
multi-valued ~-bifunctions into X whicIt are o’-bihomotopic are also ir-
bihomotopic.
A rnulti-binet so = {Ee}
061,.0b(y) frorn a bispace X into a bispace
Y is regular provided each bifunction E0 is a bimap. It is cahled simple
when there is a bimap f such that f = E0 for every c E Inc
6(Y).
Theorem 3. Ifa bispace Y is intervially rnovable, tIten evenj mullí-
binel so from a bispace X mio Y is bíhomotopic lo a regular rnulti-binet.
Froof. Since Y is internally movable, for every c E Inc6(Y) there is
a x(c) E [e]4-such tItat every multi-vaiued x(c)-bifunction into Y is [cj-
biItomotopic to a bimap. Let a~ E x(ct. Let S: Inc6 (Y) —* Inc6(Y) be
an increasing fuxiction such that A(c) =so({ac}) for every c E Inc6(Y).
TIten E,<c) is a multi-valued x(c)-bifunction so tItat we can select a
[cl
bimap Yc X —* Y with g~, ~ EÁ(C), for every c E Ine6(Y).
In order to verify tItat ib = {YC}cEI,.cb(Y> is a multi-binet from X
into Y, let a a E Cov6(Y) be given. Let pi E o’~ and put c = {4}. For -
«e) o
every d > c we have g~¿ ~b EÁ(d) ~b EÁ(
0) ~b Yo- Hence, g~j ~6 Yo for
every d> e.
It remains to check that multi-binets so ami ib are bihomotopic. Let
a normal bicover a E Coy
6(Y) be given. Let ji E o”’. Choose an index
co E Inc6(Y) such that F¿ ~t E
0 for ah d,e > eo. Let e=eo, {ji}.
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For every d =e, we get Yd S~b EÁ(d) by construction, while Es(a) ~6 Ed
obecause A(d) =d =e0. llence, Yd ~6 Ed for every ci =e. U
Theorem 4. If a bispace Y is both internally movable ami caía,
titen every multi-binet so mio Y Ls bihornotopie lo a simple multi-binet.
Prao!. Sirice Y is calm, tbere is a normal bicover ‘y E Cov
6(Y)
such that for every a E Coy6(Y) there is a ir E Coy6(Y) with tIte
property that -y-biItomotopic multi-valued ir-bifunctions into Y are in
fact a-biItomotopic.
Let 8 E $. Since tite bispace Y is also internally mavable, itere is
an i~ E 64- such that multi-valued 17-bifunctions into Y are 6-bihomotopic
to. bimaps. Let e = #{‘ñ). TIten E
0 is a multi-valued 77-bifuxiction so
tItat it is 6-bihomotopic to a bimap g. Let ib denote tIte simple multi-
binet determined by tIte bimap g.
lix order to check that so and ~ are bihornotopic, let a normal bicover
a of Y be given. CItoose a ir E Cov
6(Y) as aboye. Since so is a multi-
binet, tItere is an index ci> e snch tItat E
0 is a multi-valued r-bifunction
‘1
br every e =ci. Titus, br every e =ci we get F0 ~ I’~ ~ g. Menee,-y o
E0s~bgsotItatEe~bg. U
Thearem 5. Leí Y be a intervial¿y caira bispace and leí so = {f}
and ib = {g} be simple múlti-binets mio Y. If so and ib are bihomotopic,
ihen ihe bimaps f avid y are bihomotopie.
Prao!. Since the bispace Y is internally calm, there is a a E
Cov
6(Y) sucIt that a-bihomotopic bimaps into Y are in fact bihomo-
topic. But, tIte assumption thai tIte rnulti-binets so and ib are bihomo-
topic gives f =~g. llexice, tIte bimaps f and y are bihomotopic. U
TIte last three theorems imply that tite functor S~ is an isomorphism
of categories when we restrict to bispaces that Itave tIte aboye properties.
Let .4 denote tIte collection of ah bispaces tItat are at tIte same time
internally movable, internally calm, and calm.
Let 71~ be tIte fuil subcategory of 1-i6 with objects precisely tIte
members of tite collection A. Tite category UM~ la defined similarly.
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LetT~: 71~ —* HM~ be tIte restriction of tIte functor S~ to tIte category
71~4.
Theorem 6. TIte functor T,~ is ay isornorphism of categories.
Prao!. We sItail construct a functor K~ : HM~ —* H~ wItich
satisfies tIte relations ~ko = íd asid fl o T,~ = Id. TIte functor K~
leaves tIte objects unchanged and on morpItisms it is defined as follows.
Let C be a bihomotopy class of mnlti-binets between two mernbers X
and Y of .4. Let so be a representative of C aud let g : X —* Y be a
bimap such that the simple multi-binet ib determined by g is bihomotopic
to so~ TIte functor K~ associates to C tIte biItomotopy class of tIte bimap
g. It follows from tite aboye results that this definition is correct and
tItat Kt Itas tIte reqnired properties. U
Carollary 2. Qn bispaces mhich are al tIte same time iviternally
raot’able, calm, avid internally calm, the bihomotopy theory avid tIte bi-
shape theory coincide.
10. CHARACTERIZATION OF BISHAPE EQUIVALENCES
1n this section we sItalí use classes of internally movable and inter-
nally calm bispaces to obtain an analogue for bimaps of Q. Kozlowski’s
characterization of shape equivalences in terms of induced functions of
Itomotopy classes.
For bispaces X and Y, let [X,Y]j, denote tIte set of ah bihomotopy
classes of bimaps from X into Y. Every bimap f: X —* Y induces for
every bispace Z a set function 4 : [Y, Z]1, —* [X, Z]1, defined by tIte
rule 4([a]6) = [aof]b, for every bimap a: Y —* Z.
Recail that a morphism so of tIte bishape category HM
6 is bishape
left invertible provided there is anotIter bisItape morpItism ib with the
composition ib o so equal to tIte identity morphisrn. TIte bishape right
invertible ,-norphisms (or sItortly bis/zape dominations) are defined símí-
larly. A bishape morphism is a bishape equivalence uf it is both bisItape
left invertible aud bisItape right invertible. When applied to bimaps this
notioxis mean that tIte bisItape morpItisrn determined by this bimap Itas
tItem.
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The following foxir theorems are similar to tIte citaracterization of
sItape equivalences from [7]. We get information on conditioxis wIticIt
imply that functions 4 induced by a bimap f: X —* Y aud a bispace
Z are surjectiona and injections and we get an information on what kind
of bispaces Z one can use.
Theorem 7. If a bimap f X —~ Y between topological bispaces
is bis/zape left inyertible, tIten for every bispace Z mhich is al the sorne
time iviternally movable ami internally calm tIte ividuced functiovi f4 is
a surjection.
Prao!. Let It : X —* Z be a bimap. TIte assumption about tIte
bispace Z imply tIte existence of norrnal bicovers o’ E Cov6(Z), ir E o”’,
axid ji E r~ sucIt that a-bihornotopic bimaps into Z are bihomotopic aud
every rnulti-valued ji-bifunction into Z is ir-biItomotopic to a bimap. Let
o = M’(g). Observe tItat e is a normal bicover of X. Since fis bisItape
left invertible, there is a multi-binet ib: Y —* X witIt ib o f bihomotopic
to tIte identity rnulti-binet on X. Lix particular, there is an index a ={~}
in Inc~(X) sucIt that Q~ of 46 1X, where p = ib(a). Let d = ib”(a).
TIte bifunction 0,, is a rnulti-valued ([ci], e)-bifunction so that there
isa birnap k: Y —# Z wItich is ir-biItomotopic to the composition ho0,,.
It follows tItat kof and It are a-biItomotopic and tIterefore bihórnotopic.
In otIter words, 4([k]
6) = [It]6. U
Thearem 8. If a bimap f : X —* Y between topological bispaces
is bis/zape right inyertible, tIten fox’ everij internally calm bispace Z tIte
induced fuviction 4 Ls an injection.
Proa!. Let h,k : Y —> Z be bimaps asid assurne that 4([h]6) =
4([k]6), i.e., tItat It o f and k o f are joined by a bihomotopy
X x Y —* Z. Since Z is internally calm, tItere is a a E Cov
6(Z) such
that a-bihornotopic bimaps into Z are bihomotopic. Let ji E a”. Let
e be a common refinement of hP’(pi) aud k1(ji). Let w E e”~ Since
f is a bishape domination, tItere is a multi-binet ib : Y —* X with
tIte composition f o ib biItomotopic to tIte identity multi-binet on Y.
Hence, tbere is a multi-valued ir-biItomotopic joining ly and f o Gp,
where A — f1(ir), xi = {AJ, and p = ib(xi).
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Let a E Cov6(X) be such that a’ E D(X’,(rn’)1(p’)) aud a E
D(X,rn’(p)). Pick an índex q =p sucIt that 0>, is a multi-valued
A
a-bifunction. TIten Q>, ~ 0,, 50 that
fo Q>, ~b fo Gp ~b 1~.
It follows that hofoQ>, 46 It aud similarly kofoQ>, 46 k. Qn tIte otIter
Itand rn o (Q>, < u) is a multi-valued ji-bihornotopy joining It o f o 0>,
and k ofoQ>,. llence, It s~
6 k and therefore It ~6 k. U
In order to formulate a partial converse to theorern 7 and for sorne
other results below we sItail need tite following notion.
Let 7’ be a class of bi~paces. By a 7’-exposition of a bispace X we
mean a family {Xj0~r,.Cb(x) of members of 7’, a farnily {14 ¡ a,b E
Inc
6 (X), a =b} of birnaps 14 X
6 —* X4, a farnily {pO a E Ivic
6(X)}
ofbirnapsp4 : X —-. X
4, asid afamily {J4 ja E Inc
6(X)} of rnulti-valued
[a]-bifunctions sucIt that
(1) Tite relation a < b in Ixic6(X) implies p4 ~6 1409,
[a]
(2) For every a E Ine6(X), we Itave 10 op’ ~b 1x, and
[a]
(3) Tite relation a < b in Inc6(X) implies J6 ~b 14 o14
Theorem 9. Let 7’ be a elass a bispaces. If a bispace X has a
7’-ezpositiovi avid a birnap f: X —-. Y is sixch that the inducedfunction
f~ is a bijection fox’ every Z E 7’, tIten f is bis/zape left invertible.
Proa!. By assumption tIte bispace X Itas a P-exposition formed by
bispaces X
0 from 7’, bimaps 14 axid p
0, and multi-valued [a]-bifunctions
¿. We sitail define a rnulti-binet ib : Y —* X sucIt that ib o f is
bihomotopic to tite identity multi-binet bn X.
Let a E Inc6(X). Since tIte function f~ is a surjection, there
isamapr4: Y—*X
0witItp
4~
6r
0of. PutO
4 =J0or«aud
ib = {Ga}oeIncb<X).
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¡si order to verify that ib is a rnulti-binet, let a normal bicover a E
Cov6(X) be giren. Let ir E u” asid put a = {ir}. For every b > a we
have
r~of~
6p~ú~6pop
6 r...
6~or6of
Since 4 is also an injection, we obtain ~‘ ~b 14 o r6. It follows that
and therefore G~, 4,, 0,,.
We shahl now cIteck tItat ib o f.is biItomotopic to 0’, i.e., that for
a
every o’ e Cov6(X) there is an a E Inc6 (X) sucIt tItat Qg,¿
6) of ~b lx
for every b =a.
Let o’ E Cov
6(X) and ir E a”. Put a = {ir}. For every b =a, we
r
get ib(b) =ib(a) =a so that 0«,,> ~b G4i(a)~ Hence,
~«~) of ~,, Qv/(
5) of = ~g«~)O r~’(”> of ~b J,~<~> o pV/(a> ~,, l~.
oTItus,0«,,)of~&,1x. U
Theorem 10. Let 7’ avid 7? be classes of bispaces suc/z that each
member of 1? is bot/z internally inovable and internally caira. Ifa bispace
X Itas a P-exposition, a bispace Y Itas an iZ-exposition, and a birnap
f : X —> Y is sixch that tIte fuviction 4 Ls a bijection fox’ gvery, Z E 7’
and an ivijection fox’ every Z E 7?, tIten f Ls a bis/zape equivalence.
Pmo!. First we sItalí sItow tItat Sor every a E Cov’>(Y) there is
a ir E Cm.,
6 (Y) sucIt that the relation U o f ~j, V o f Sor multi-valued
ir-bifunctions U, V: Y —* Y implies tIte relation U 4,, V.
Let a a E Coé(Y) be giren. Let ji e a” asid ~ E É. Put c = {.9.
By assnmption tIte bispace Y has an R.-exposition formed by bispaces
Yd from 7?, bimaps q~ and qd, and multi-valued [d]-bifunctions Kd.
Since tIte bispace Yc is internally calm, tItere is a normal bicover
a of Y
0 such tItat a-bihomotopic bimaps lito Y0 are bihomotopic. Let
/3 E a” be such that K0 : Y0 —* Y is a multi-valued (/3,fl-bifunction.
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Since Y0 is also internally movable, tItere is a normal bicover ‘y e /3+
of Y0 witli tIte property that every rnulti-valued ‘y-bifunction into Y0 is
/3-bihomotopic to a bimap. Let ir = (qO)í(’y).
Let U, V: Y —~ Y be rnxilti-valued ir-bifunctions and assurne that
U o f 4~, V o f. TIten q
0 o U and q0 o V are multí-valued ‘y-bifunctions
pso that titere are bimaps a and b from Y into Y
0 with a ~b o U and
A
3
b ~6 q0 o y. Our cItoices irnply tIte following chain of relations:
aof~
6q
0 o Uof~?
6q0oVof
4
6bof.
It follows that a o f ~ b o f axid therefore a ~ b because f~ is an
injection. Now, we Itave
U
4
6K0oqO oU
4
6K0oa
4
6K0ob
4
6K0oqcoV
4
6V.
oHence, U ~6 V.
Now we are ready to prove tIte theorem. Let ib be a multi-binet
constructed in tIte proof of Theorern 9. We sItaIl show that f o ib is
biItomotopic to 0<, i.e., that for every a E Cov
6(Y) tItere is an index
o
a E Incb(Y) such tItat fOQv/(4,e(6)) ~b ly for every b =a. Since we can
take so”(b) = {f1([b])}, we must prove that fo QA(b> ~b ly for every
_ a where A(b) = ib({f1([bl)}).
Let a a E Coy6(Y) be given. Choose a normal bicover ir of Y with
the property described aboye. Let e E ir” axid put a = {e}- For every
b > a f o QA(b) and ir are multi-valued ir-bifunctions of Y into itself
axid
f O G.?«b) 0 f = f o o x’<> ~ 1 ~b f o o ~Mb)~b 1 = o f.
It foilows that fo CMb) ~b ly. U
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11. APPROXIMATE CONTRACTIBILITY OF MAPS AND
TRIVIAL BISHAPE
As an illustration of tIte new insight offered in shape theory of
maps by approacIt viamulti-binets we will characterize bispaces of trivial
bishape as approximately contractible bispaces.
Let us agree that a bispace 2’ is trivial provided botIt tIte codomain
and tite domain of 2’ are single-element spaces. A bispace X has trivial
bis/zape provided it is equivalent in the bishape category HM6 to a trivial
bispace.
As we sItalí see shortly, bispaces of trivial bisitape coincide with
approidmately contractible bispaces wIticIt we define next. A bispace X
18 cahled approzimately covitractible provided for every normal bicover a
of X there is a normal bicover ir of X such that every two rnulti-valued
r-bifunctions into X are o’-bihomotopic.
Theorem 11. A bispace X Ls approzimately contractibie if and
only if X Itas trivial bLsItape.
Pron!. (=~). Let 2’ be a trivial bispace and let c: X —~ 2’ be the
obvious bimap. Let a E X and a’ E z1(a). Define a birnap g: 2’ —. X
byg(T)=aandg’(T’)=a’. Let’y: X—#Tandib: T—*Xbe
simple rnulti-binets determined by bimaps c aud y, respectively. TIten
‘y o ib — iT In order to see that X asid 2’ are bishape equivalent, it
a
remains to cIteck that iboy ~b ~ i.e., that goc s~
6
1x for every normal
bicover o’ of X.
Let a a E Cov6(X) be given. Since X is approxirnately contractible,
titere is a ir E Cov6(X) sucIt that multi-valued ir-bifunctions into X are
a-bihornotopic. But, y o c and 1x are both multi-valued r-bifunctions
a
of X into itself. Hence, go e =~blx.
(~=~). It suffices to observe tItat every trivial bispace 2’ is approx-
imately ¿ontractible and that approxirnate contractibility is preserved
under bisItape dominatioxis and bisItape equivalence. U
Let us cali a birnap f: X —* Y constant provided both f’(X’) and
f(X) are single points (i.e., maps f’ axid f are constant). The following
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notion is a version of patIt-connectedness br maps. A bispace X is pat/z-
connected provided every twa constaut bimaps into X are bihomotopic.
Theorem 12. If a bispace X has trivial bishape, t/zevi every tmo
bimnaps frorn X ivito a path-connected bispace whic/z Ls bot/z ivitervially
movable and iviternally cali-ii are bihornotopic.
Proa!. Let Z be a patIt-connected bispace wIticIt is both internally
movable and internally calm. Let a, b X —-. Z be bimaps. Let 2’
be a trivial bispace. Since X Itas trivial bishape, tIte obvious bimap
e : X —* 2’ is a bishape equivalexice. It follows from Theorem 7 that
titere are bimaps f,g: 2’—> Z with a c±6f oc asid b ~ yac. Rut, f and g
are constant bimaps into Z so that f S4 g becanse Z is path-connected.
llence, a ~b b. U
Theorem 13. Let 7’ be a class of path-connected bispaces. If a
bispace X Itas a 7’-exposition avid every tino bimaps of X into a rnennber
of 7’ are bihornotopic, t/zevi X has trivial bis/zape.
Prao!. Let e: X —* 2’ be tite obvious bimap from X into a trivial
bispace 2V. We shahJ show that e is bisItape left invertible. TIten X
will be bishape dominated by tIte approximately contractible bispace 2’
and will therefore have trivial bisItape by Theorem 11. According to
TIteorem 9, we must in fact check that tIte induced function 4 is a
bijection for every Z E 7’.
lxi arder to see that 4 is a surjection for every Z E 7’, let Z be
from7’andletf: X—*Zbeabimap. Letg: 2’—.Zbeaconstasit
birnap. TIten f and y o e are twa bimaps of X inta Z. By assumption,
they are bihomotopic so that [1]¿~= 4([g]j,) aud ct is onto.
Finaily, in arder to see tItat c~ is aix injection for every Z E 7’,
z
let Z be frorn 7’ axid let 1,g : 2’ —> Z be birnaps asid asaurne that
4([f]b) — e#(~g]6), 1-e., tItat foc ~b goc. Rut, tIte bimaps f and 9 are
constant birnaps into Z. Since Z is patIt-connected, we obtain 1 ~6 Y
so that 4 is indeed one-to-one. U
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